Daily cash if you are
hospitalised
Your financial wellness journey begins when you start planning for
what’s important.

A hospital stay can cause unexpected physical and financial strain. Your
living expenses don’t stop when you are in a hospital and the last thing
you would want to worry about when in a hospital is how to pay for
day to day expenses as well as other unexpected costs. You can spare
yourself the worry should you find yourself in that position through
Metropolitan’s HealthCare CashBack solution.

What are the benefits?
You choose your cover levels based on your needs as well as
how much you can afford to contribute monthly.
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A hospital stay can result in a few
situations you weren’t ready for, mainly:
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-

Extra costs for a caretaker, depending on
how serious your medical condition or
injury is.

-

Loss of income.

-

Additional financial support for your family.
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Daily cash if you are
hospitalised
Your financial wellness journey begins when you start planning for
what’s important.

With Metropolitan’s HealthCare
CashBack cover, you receive the following
benefits:
-

A Daily Cash benefit amount between R75
and R 3000 daily. You choose.

-

The Intensive Care Unit (ICU) benefit: This
is double the Daily Cash benefit you
choose for each full day that you are in
ICU. This benefit is up to a maximum
of R3 000 per day.

-

Cashback benefits such as a Loyalty bonus
and a No-claim bonus every three years.

You can also choose to add the following
benefits at an additional cost:
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-

A Family Funeral benefit for your
immediate family, parents, and extended
family up to six members.

-

An Accident benefit for the plan owner as
well as their life partner. This is paid out (in
addition to any other benefit amount) if
you are impaired, disabled or pass away as
a result of an accident.

-

The Automatic Inflation Management
(AIM benefit) that makes sure that your
cover keeps up with inflation by
automatically increasing your monthly
contributions yearly.
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And more...

This is not a medical scheme and the cover is not the same as that of a medical scheme.
This policy is not a substitute for medical scheme membership.
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